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ABSTRACT

De novo metagenome assembly is effective in as-
sembling multiple draft genomes, including those of
uncultured organisms. However, heterogeneity in the
metagenome hinders assembly and introduces in-
terspecies misassembly deleterious for downstream
analysis. For this purpose, we developed a hybrid
metagenome assembler, MetaPlatanus. First, as a
characteristic function, it assembles the basic con-
tigs from accurate short reads and then iteratively
utilizes long-range sequence links, species-specific
sequence compositions, and coverage depth. The
binning information was also used to improve conti-
guity. Benchmarking using mock datasets consisting
of known bacteria with long reads or mate pairs re-
vealed the high contiguity MetaPlatanus with a few in-
terspecies misassemblies. For published human gut
data with nanopore reads from potable sequencers,
MetaPlatanus assembled many biologically impor-
tant elements, such as coding genes, gene clusters,
viral sequences, and over-half bacterial genomes. In
the benchmark with published human saliva data
with high-throughput nanopore reads, the superi-
ority of MetaPlatanus was considerably more ev-
ident. We found that some high-abundance bac-
terial genomes were assembled only by MetaPla-
tanus as near-complete. Furthermore, MetaPlatanus
can circumvent the limitations of highly fragmented
assemblies and frequent interspecies misassem-

bles obtained by the other tools. Overall, the study
demonstrates that MetaPlatanus could be an effec-
tive approach for exploring large-scale structures in
metagenomes.

INTRODUCTION

The advancement of technologies has made it possible to
automatically determine the genome sequence of an iso-
lated bacterium using mate-pair libraries or single-molecule
long reads with sufficient coverage (1). However, as the cul-
ture protocols for the majority of bacterial species have not
yet been standardized, their isolation and purification to
obtain sufficient DNA for sequencing might represent the
most time-consuming and challenging step in projects tar-
geting them. The de novo assembly of metagenome shot-
gun sequencing data has been demonstrated as an effec-
tive method that bypasses the isolation and culture––it pro-
vides important insights into the community biodiversity
and the biological functions encoded in the genome of un-
cultured microbiota (2–5). For example, metagenomic data
have been used to characterize the genomic information of
the candidate phyla radiation (CPR), which is estimated to
represent 15% of unidentified species in the bacterial do-
main (6), the Asgard superphylum (7,8), and phages in the
human gut (9,10).

Nevertheless, the de novo assembly of environmental
metagenomes presents several limitations, including uneven
sequence coverage reflecting relative species abundance and
the potential risk of interspecies misjoining. Fortunately,
with rapid research advances, several metagenome assem-
blers have been developed to overcome these issues (11–14),
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where the uneven sequence coverage is utilized as a tool
to distinguish the sequences of different species (15). How-
ever, when interspecies misjoining occurs, it leads to false
hypotheses in a wide range of analyses, including phyloge-
netic, population genetics and pathway analyses. False iden-
tification of horizontal gene transfer can impede a proper
understanding of the dynamics of environmental commu-
nities. Moreover, it can also lead to a secondary issue of
misidentification. For example, once a chimeric genome is
registered in a database, its use can lead to misidentification
in other studies (16). Heterogeneity in metagenomes im-
poses a major limitation in the assembly of long sequences,
as it introduces complexity to assembly graph structures.
Therefore, there is an enormous need for a method that
could efficiently remove false interspecies links.

Short-read sequencers, such as those obtained by Illu-
mina sequencing, have been used to produce metagenomic
data from deep sequencing; however, an entire chromosome
has rarely been assembled. Moreover, though hundreds
of thousands of microbial genomes have been sequenced
(5,6,17–20), most of them are represented as sets of frag-
mented sequences (bins). Recently, long-read sequencers
have been applied to metagenomic studies, dramatically im-
proving the lengths of assemblies (contigs) (21–25). How-
ever, the numbers of complete circular bacterial genomes
obtained in these studies are, for example, 20 (obtained
from 13 human gut samples) (23) and 57 (obtained from
23 sludge samples) (25). These numbers are much fewer
compared to the expected numbers of species in the mi-
crobiomes. Therefore, the development of robust assembly
methods to improve the efficacy of microbial metagenomics
is required.

In general, the throughput and fine-scale accuracy of
short reads are higher than those of long reads. For ex-
ample, the large long-read dataset (PacBio; 50 Gbp) ob-
tained for the cow rumen microbiome did not cover many
regions that were efficiently obtained from short reads (26).
In addition, contigs produced from long reads sometimes
contain much smaller insertion-deletion (indel) errors than
those from short reads (27–29). These errors can affect gene
predictions with false frameshifts (30) and hinder strain-
level genome comparisons. Therefore, a hybrid assembly ap-
proach that combines the advantages of both long and short
reads has been explored. Although long read-based assem-
blers have shown high performance in resolving repetitive
regions (31,32), hybrid assemblers have exhibited higher
accuracy and contiguity for some single genome (33,34)
and metagenome assemblies (35), suggesting that the long
read-based assembly is not an ultimate solution. Further-
more, when adopting the technologies of long-range links
to metagenomic samples, the amount of long DNA frag-
ments can be limited for some species because of their low
abundance, extraction efficiencies, or DNA fragility. These
factors consequently reduce the number of reads for such
species, and therefore, an assembly algorithm able to join
sequences using a small number of links while avoiding mis-
joins is necessary.

After the generation of contigs and scaffolds, binning
(also called grouping or clustering) of sequences is often
performed to obtain species draft genomes. Most binning
tools utilize the composition of short k-mers (typically k:

4–6) and coverage depth of reads (36–38). Although bin-
ning can link sequences divided by regions that are hard to
assemble such as repetitive ones, the combination of bin-
ning and assembly processes has not been implemented as
a public tool.

Here, we report a hybrid metagenome assembler, Meta-
Platanus. Its characteristic features include (i) long-range
links (mate pair or long reads), (ii) species-specific sequence
compositions and coverage depth to prevent interspecies
misjoinings while scaffolding and (iii) binning to extend
scaffolds. We performed benchmarks with short and long
reads, showing that MetaPlatanus could assemble more re-
gions with biologically important elements, such as genes,
gene clusters, viral sequences, and near-complete genomes
compared to the existing assemblers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Overview of MetaPlatanus

A schematic overview of MetaPlatanus is presented in Fig-
ure 1, illustrating the sequential utilization of read over-
laps, differences in coverage depths between species, long-
range sequence links, 4-mer compositions, and a binning
result. The last four data types are useful when handling
long sequences, and the workflow was designed in a step-
wise and iterative manner to simultaneously achieve long
scaffolds and few interspecies misjoinings. The functions re-
lated to these steps especially have methodological novelty,
and they are described in the main text and highlighted in
Figure 1. The other parts are described in Supplementary
Methods.

MetaPlatanus requires at least one short-read library and
uses long reads and/or mate-pairs (jumping library) as
long-range sequence links. An outline is presented below,
and more details are provided in the Methods or Supple-
mentary Methods sections.

(i) The contig assembly was performed using short reads.
The k-mers in the reads are counted, and the counts
are used to estimate the coverage depth. The k and
coverage cutoff (the minimum coverage depth of k-
mers in the graph) are critical parameters for the con-
tiguity and accuracy of the final metagenome assem-
bly. MetaPlatanus uses multiple parameter values to
reconstruct the graph iteratively (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1). The implementation of the graph and related
functions are derived from Platanus (39). Junction
data (k overlaps between contigs) are stored and used
in subsequent steps.

(ii) To remove interspecies misjoinings, correction of the
contig edges is performed. In this step, MetaPlatanus
makes use of differences in coverage depth (abun-
dance) between species. First, the coverage depths of
all k-mers in contigs are reassigned using the result
of k-mer counting for input short reads obtained in
(i). Then, for each contig, edge regions with cover-
age depths that are largely different from the median
value in the contig are divided.

(iii) To simplify the de Bruijn graph and extend contigs,
MetaPlatanus untangles the cross-structures gener-
ated by repetitive sequences in a genome. This func-
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Figure 1. Overview of MetaPlatanus.

tion is derived from Platanus-allee (40). The links of
reads between the contigs are used. After untangling,
sets of nodes without junctions are converted into
contigs.

(iv) Scaffolding is executed for contigs using long-range
links (paired-ends, mate-pairs, and long reads). The
minimum number of reads (pairs) to join sequences is
two (default) to handle low-abundant species or those
whose DNA is not efficiently extracted. Interspecies
misjoinings in scaffolding are excluded based on dif-
ferences in coverage depths and 4-mer frequencies be-
tween species.

(v) Paired-ends and mate-pairs are mapped to scaffolds,
and then reads covering gaps and edges are collected.
Then gap-closing and edge-extension are executed
through the local contig assembly of the collected
reads.

(vi) Steps (ii)–(v) are iterated five times. For the first three
iterations, steps (iv) and (v) are omitted to obtain con-
tigs that are long enough to be used for scaffolding.
When the process returns to step (ii) for the fourth
iteration, the scaffolds and local contigs are merged
through the de Bruijn graph (Supplementary Figure
S2).

(vii) Binning of scaffolds is performed using MetaBAT2
(38) using a 4-mer composition and coverage depth.
It does not use database information, such as single-
copy genes, because it is preferable to target non-
prokaryotic and viral sequences. This step can accept
coverage-depth data from multiple samples, including
time-series ones.

(viii) Scaffolding is re-executed for each bin to further ex-
tend the sequences.

(ix) Gap-closing and edge-extension are applied to each
bin. In addition, locally assembled contigs that are
not used to close gaps are also added to the bins. This
function is designed to include repetitive but impor-
tant regions for species identification, such as rRNA
genes.

(x) Gap-closing with long reads is performed using TGS-
GapCloser (41).

(xi) Polishing with short reads is performed using
NextPolish (42).

The steps of (x) and (xi) are applied only when long reads
are used as input.

Scaffolding in MetaPlatanus workflow

Similar to the contig assembly, the scaffolding module of
MetaPlatanus was derived from Platanus, but the number of
internal loops (iterations) increased with different param-
eters (Supplementary Figure S3). In contrast to Platanus,
the function of merging heterozygous regions (bubble or
branch structures) is deactivated, and the minimum number
of reads (pairs) to join sequences is two. The short reads are
first used, followed by long reads. The following parameters
were changed and applied for each loop: sequence-length
cutoff, maximum overlap length (tolerance), and minimum
alignment length for long-read mapping. In the first loop for
long reads, conflicting local alignments in the read mapping
are excluded to avoid scaffolding of repetitive contigs.
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To prevent interspecies misjoinings, the links between
contigs from different species are detected utilizing cover-
age depths and 4-mer frequencies, as follows:

(i) Estimation of the empirical distribution of coverage
depth ratios between contigs from the same species:
For a pair of contigs with coverage depths c1 and c2, the
coverage depth ratio is defined as min(c1, c2)/max(c1,
c2). Each contig ≥2 kbp is divided equally into halves,
and the coverage depth ratio is calculated for each
pair. Next, the complementary cumulative distribution
function (i.e. 1 − the cumulative distribution function)
of the coverage depth ratio Fcoverage is empirically de-
termined.

(ii) Estimation of the empirical distribution of the 4-mer
frequency distances between contigs from the same
species:
Considering a 4-mer from the characters {A, T, G, C}
be si (i = 1, 2, . . . , 44), and the prefix 3-mer of si be
si[1, 3]. The number of occurrences of the substring s
plus one is referred to as n(s), and ‘plus one’ refers to
additive (Laplace) smoothing. The frequency of si is
defined as fi:

fi = n (si )
n (si [1, 3])

This corresponds to the posterior probability of the
occurrence of si after si[1, 3]. The 4-mer frequency of
a sequence (contig) is represented as the vector, and
the 4-mer frequency distance between two sequences is
the Euclidean distance between the pair of 4-mer fre-
quencies. The complementary cumulative distribution
function of the 4-mer frequency distances in the same
species, F4-mer, is empirically determined similarly as
Fcoverage (step (i)) was determined.

(iii) Construction of the scaffold graph:
The nodes and edges of the scaffold graph correspond
to contigs and their paired-end (mate pair) linkages,
respectively. Contigs are linked if the number of paired
reads is ≥2.

(iv) Exclusion of links between different species.

For each pair of linked contigs, the coverage depth ratio r
and the 4-mer frequency distance d are computed. The link
is excluded if the following condition is satisfied:

Fcoverage (r ) × F4−mer (d) < 0.05

where the left side corresponds to the posterior probability:
P (coverage depth ratio > r and 4-mer frequency dis-

tance > d | same-species contigs).
Note that F4-mer is set to 1 for contigs <1000 bp, as these

contigs are assumed to be too short for calculating their 4-
mer frequencies.

The protocol for the construction of scaffolds from the
graph is descrived in Supplementary Methods.

Iteration of scaffolding and gap-closing in MetaPlatanus
workflow

To extend sequences, MetaPlatanus iterates scaffolding and
gap-closing five times (default). For each iteration, the pro-
cedure is as follows (Supplementary Figure S3):

(i) Re-calculation of coverage depths for contigs
The number of k-mers (default, k = 25) in the short
reads (k-mer coverage) are stored in the contig assem-
bly step. For each contig, the k-mer coverages are cal-
culated for all k-mers in the contig using the stored
data.

(ii) Correction of contig edges
To correct interspecies misjoinings in contigs, Meta-
Platanus deletes the edges of the contigs when the fol-
lowing condition is satisfied:

1.5 × ck−mer < cmedian or 1.5 × cmedian < ck−mer

where ck-mer and cmedian are the k-mer coverage depth
and the median in a contig, respectively.

(iii) Untangling cross-structures in a de Bruijn graph
A de Bruijn graph is reconstructed using the trimmed
contigs, joining the contigs with edge overlaps of
(k − 1) characters. Next, the graph is simplified as
described in the ‘Untangling the cross-structures in a
de Bruijn graph in MetaPlatanus workflow’ section in
Supplementary Methods.

(iv) Scaffolding
Scaffolding is performed as described in the ‘Scaffold-
ing in MetaPlatanus workflow’ section.

(v) Gap-closing
This module is derived from Platanus (39). In addi-
tion to gap-closing, MetaPlatanus extends the edges of
the scaffolds and saves the contigs that are not used
in gap-closing or edge-extension for processing in the
next step.

(vi) Merging of sequences using de Bruijn graphs

A de Bruijn graph (k = 1.5 × read length) is constructed
from the scaffolds, and contigs are generated. The scaffolds
extended in (iii) overlapped each other, and the overlapping
sequences are merged through the de Bruijn graph. The re-
sulting contigs serve as inputs for the next iteration.

Steps (i)–(vi) are iterated five times. For the first three it-
erations, steps (iv) and (v) are omitted to obtain contigs that
are long enough to be used for scaffolding. For the last iter-
ation, the edge extensions in steps (v) and (vi) are not exe-
cuted, and the gap-closed scaffolds represent the final out-
put. Note that the rough concept of the iteration was de-
rived from Platanus B (29), which is designed for an isolated
bacterial genome. However, MetaPlatanus additionally uti-
lizes coverage depths to correct false links in the iteration,
and the internal scaffolding algorithm has many differences
(see ‘Scaffolding in MetaPlatanus workflow’ for details).

Scaffolding utilizing binning results in MetaPlatanus work-
flow

This step is executed after binning by MetaBAT2 (see Sup-
plementary Methods). The functions related to the local dif-
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ference in coverage depth and 4-mer frequencies are deac-
tivated. In the scaffold graph, edges linking different bins
are deleted. Edges between a binned sequence and an un-
binned sequence are retained. Subsequently, scaffolding is
performed.

Gap-closing, edge-extension and addition of contigs for each
bin in MetaPlatanus workflow

After scaffolding utilizing binning, the gap-closing step is
executed, and the edges of the scaffolds are then extended.
Within each bin, locally assembled contigs are added if cor-
responding gaps or edges are not filled, short sequences that
exactly match to other longer sequences are removed, and
exact edge overlaps ≥32 bp are trimmed. Exact matches or
edge overlaps between sequences in different bins are al-
lowed. For each unbinned sequence, exact matches and edge
overlap with the other sequences are searched, and if de-
tected, they are excluded or trimmed. The procedures above
can add repetitive sequences, such as rRNA genes, to all
bins, minimizing redundancies in the entire sequence set.

Datasets for benchmarks

We downloaded the mock dataset with Illumina paired-
ends (PE), Oxford Nanopore Technology (ONT) long
reads, and PacBio long reads (22) (Supplementary Table
S1; called ‘GIS20 mock’ hereafter) from the SRA database.
The genomic DNA of 20 bacterial species was mixed with
nonuniform amounts and then sequenced (Supplementary
Table S2). Because the throughput of the Illumina library
was relatively large, it was downsampled to the same size of
each long-read library (2.44 Gbp of ONT or 5.31 Gbp of
PacBio).

To generate the metagenomic mock datasets of Illumina
paired-ends and mate-pairs (MP), we prepared genomic
DNA samples from 20 bacteria known to inhabit the hu-
man gut (Supplementary Table S3) and mixed them in three
different proportions (cases 1–3; Supplementary Tables S4
and S5; called ‘MP mock’ hereafter). The relative uneven-
ness of constituent DNA proportions was highest in case 3
and lowest in case 1, simulating different abundance ratios.
All mixtures were sequenced using Illumina HiSeq2500 and
MiSeq as one paired-end (insert-size, 550 bp) and two mate-
pair (insert sizes, 4 and 8 kbp) samples. We additionally pre-
pared low-coverage datasets by downsampling (20% of case
1, 30% of case 1, and 10% of case 2).

For the benchmarks using actual environmental samples,
we downloaded public metagenomic data of the human gut
(22) (Supplementary Table S6) and human saliva (24) (Sup-
plementary Table S7) samples from the SRA database. All
data contained paired-end and ONT long-read libraries.
For the human gut samples, we only used 18 samples with
total sizes of ONT reads >1 Gbp.

RESULTS

Benchmarking with mock data

For the GIS20 mock, we ran metagenome assemblers:
MetaPlatanus (version 1.3.0), metaSPAdes (version 3.15.2)
(14,43), OPERA-MS (version 0.8.2) (22) and metaFlye

(version 0.8.2) (44). The former three tools adopted a hybrid
approach, and both short and long reads were used as in-
put, whereas metaFlye is a long-read-based metagenome as-
sembler. Three modes of MetaPlatanus were benchmarked:
default, without TGS-GapCloser (‘w/o closing’), and with-
out the characteristic error-correction functions (‘w/o cor-
rection’). The omitted functions in the last mode were re-
lated to coverage depths, 4-mer, binning results, and avoid-
ance of repetitive contigs in scaffolding (see Supplemen-
tary Methods for details). OPERA-MS was executed with-
out the assistance of reference genomes (–no-ref-clustering)
to evaluate the ability for de novo assembly. The polish-
ing tool, NextPolish (version 1.3.1) (42), was applied to
the metaFlye results with short reads (‘metaFlye polished’).
QUAST and metaQUAST (version 5.0.2) (45) were used to
compare the reference genomes. Metrics integrating conti-
guity and accuracy are informative for comparing assem-
blers. For QUAST, NGA50 is a metric representing the
NG50 value of aligned regions. NG50 is an indicator of
contiguity, representing the length at which the collection
of all sequences of that length or longer contains 50% of
the genome size.

The GIS20 benchmark results are shown in Table 1 and
Supplementary Table S8. MetaPlatanus had the highest
NGA50s for both the ONT and PacBio datasets (Table 1A
and B). The number of misassemblies and mean sequence
identity were markedly smaller and higher, respectively, in
MetaPlatanus w/o closing mode than those obtained by
other tools, suggesting the high accuracy of its core regions
were constructed from short reads. After applying TGS-
GapCloser, MetaPlatanus had the first to third-best val-
ues for these indicators. The details of the misassemblies
for each step of MetaPlatanus are shown in Supplemen-
tary Table S9. After the scaffolding step, NG50 increased
>18 times, whereas the increase in the number of misas-
semblies was relatively low, suggesting that the scaffolding
function can join many contigs without misassemblies. The
number of interspecies misassemblies was counted based
on the QUAST results, and it was confirmed that Meta-
Platnaus had the fewest number of such misassemblies
(Table 1A and B). Note that the inactivation of the cor-
rection functions of MetaPlatanus substantially increased
those misassemblies and decreased the NGA50s, support-
ing the effectiveness of these functions. Since misassemblies
can be over-estimated for draft genomes containing errors,
we also evaluated the assemblies using only complete ref-
erence genomes (Table 1C and D). MetaPlatanus had the
lowest and second-highest numbers for misassemblies and
mean sequence identities, respectively. The NGA50 for each
species was calculated using metaQUAST (45) (Supplemen-
tary Figure S4 and Supplementary Table S10), and Meta-
Platanus exhibited the highest or second-highest values in
most cases, regardless of coverage depth. metaFlye also had
the largest values for many cases, but its performance var-
ied widely. In addition, the mean sequence identity was
substantially low for the raw result of metaFlye, suggest-
ing the importance of short-read polishing. We addition-
ally evaluated five binning tools (36–38,46,47) as those used
in the MetaPlatanus workflow (Supplementary Table S11)
and MetaBAT2’s high purity (precision) supports the va-
lidity of selecting this tool. For runtimes (Supplementary
Table S12), the CPU times of MetaPlatanus were compara-
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Table 1. Benchmarks of GIS20 mock using QUAST

Assembly NG50 (bp) NGA50 (bp)
#

all-misassemblies
Mean sequence

identity (%)
Genome fraction

(%)
# inter-species
misassemblies

(A) PE and ONT, all reference genomes.
MetaPlatanus 757 098 171 795 201 99.9179 61.63 0
MetaPlatanus
w/o closing

756 452 149 303 136 99.9879 59.70 0

MetaPlatanus
w/o correction

494 840 148 578 231 99.9375 61.76 6

metaSPAdes 234 822 73 215 528 99.8405 63.35 5
OPERA-MS 168 587 46 454 512 99.8619 60.66 5
metaFlye raw 609 353 86 681 255 99.2566 55.28 1
metaFlye
polished

610 750 90 756 171 99.9218 55.69 1

(B) PE and PacBio, all reference genomes.
Assembly NG50 (bp) NGA50 (bp) #

all-misassemblies
Mean sequence

identity (%)
Genome fraction

(%)
# inter-species
misassemblies

MetaPlatanus 1 444 699 129 682 280 99.9390 69.95 0
MetaPlatanus
w/o closing

1 444 050 121 228 163 99.9910 68.16 2

MetaPlatanus
w/o correction

617 373 121 198 302 99.9507 69.89 4

metaSPAdes 374 634 112 139 219 99.8685 75.47 4
OPERA-MS 135 973 40 414 423 99.8566 71.51 13
metaFlye raw 235 065 11 717 242 99.7181 50.04 5
metaFlye
polished

235 089 13 257 256 99.9221 50.32 5

(C) PE and ONT, complete reference genomes only.
Assembly NG50 (bp) NGA50 (bp) #

all-misassemblies
Mean sequence

identity (%)
Genome fraction

(%)
MetaPlatanus 1 679 878 423 879 138 99.9239 67.07
MetaPlatanus
w/o closing

1 677 738 414 037 81 99.9871 65.23

MetaPlatanus
w/o correction

841 595 369 997 144 99.9477 67.17

metaSPAdes 421 415 163 808 420 99.8632 68.55
OPERA-MS 253 089 130 701 317 99.8962 66.09
metaFlye raw 2 391 293 211 481 215 99.2610 62.97
metaFlye
polished

2 398 268 212 079 127 99.9178 63.45

(D) PE and PacBio, complete reference genomes only.
Assembly NG50 (bp) NGA50 (bp) #

all-misassemblies
Mean sequence

identity (%)
Genome fraction

(%)
MetaPlatanus 1 870 893 401 772 178 99.9355 75.27
MetaPlatanus
w/o closing

1 870 683 401 772 88 99.9890 73.40

MetaPlatanus
w/o correction

1 051 605 349 570 216 99.9465 75.24

metaSPAdes 625 209 314 514 127 99.8649 81.42
OPERA-MS 233 394 90 469 332 99.8426 77.13
metaFlye raw 2 421 686 38 550 198 99.6941 56.46
metaFlye
polished

2 421 728 40 331 212 99.9126 56.80

ble to those of metaSPAdes, but MetaPlatanus’ real times
were the maximum when the number of threads was 24.
These results provide evidence that MetaPlatanus could
maximize the quality of assembled sequences at the cost
of runtime. Supplementally, we prepared the datasets for
which equivalent amounts of reads could be input into hy-
brid assemblers and metaFlye. Even in this benchmark,
MetaPlatanus had NGA50s and genome fractions compa-
rable to those of metaFlye (Supplementary Table S13).

We additionally performed mock benchmarks (MP
mock) using mate-pair libraries as another format for long-
range links. The compared tools were IDBA-UD (version
1.1.3) (12), SPAdes (version 3.15.2) (48), metaSPAdes and
MEGAHIT (version 1.1.3) (49). The metaSPAdes and

MEGAHIT tools can only use paired-end libraries. The
benchmarking demonstrated that MetaPlatanus had the
largest NGA50s for all cases (Supplementary Table S14 and
Supplementary Figure S5). Taken together, it is suggested
that the MetaPlatanus algorithm makes use of the univer-
sal property of long-range links, not specialized for long
reads.

Benchmarking with human gut samples with long reads from
MinION or GridION

Potable or middle-sized nanopore sequencers such as ONT
MinION and GridION are widely used and cost-effective
in some cases. We used actual data of these sequencers
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Figure 2. Evaluation of the human gut assemblies using databases. (A) # CDSs with hits to Swiss-Prot. (B) # biosynthetic gene clusters (≥1 kbp). (C) #
near-complete viral sequences. (D) # over-half scaffolds. See Supplementary Methods for the detection methods.

from 18 human gut samples (‘Datasets for benchmarks’ in
MATERIALS AND METHODS). The assemblers used
for the GIS20 mock benchmark were tested, and contam-
ination of human genomes was excluded (see Supplemen-
tary Methods for details). The detailed assembly statis-
tics are shown in the Supplementary Table S15. Non-
human eukaryotic sequences in assemblies were searched
using MetaEuk (version 4) (50). As shown in Supple-
mentary Table S16, the total size was less than 400
kbp (we did not discuss the performance of eukaryotic
sequences).

To evaluate the contiguity of the assembly, we show the
Nx-length plot, which was introduced in our previous study
(15) (Supplementary Figure S6). Nx-length is defined as the
length at which the collection of all sequences of that length
or longer contains x bp (horizontal axis). MetaPlatanus as-
semblies had the largest areas under the curves in 12 out of
18 cases, suggesting that its contiguities were the highest for
the majority of the samples.

Next, we counted various elements with biological func-
tions in assemblies: protein-coding sequences (CDSs; with
hits to the Swiss-Prot database (51)), biosynthetic gene clus-
ters (≥10 kbp), and near-complete viral sequences (com-
pleteness ≥ 90%) using multiple tools (52–55) (see Supple-
mentary Methods for details). As long-range elements, we
targeted scaffolds (contigs) ≥500 kbp and bins. Considering
the criteria previously published (56), we defined the cate-
gories based on the results of CheckM (version 1.0.11) (57)
and Prokka (version 1.14.6) (58) as follows:

‘over-half ’: completeness > 50%, contamination < 5%.
‘near-complete’: completeness > 90%, contamina-

tion < 5%, presence of 3 types of rRNAs (23S, 16S,
and 5S) and at least 18 types of tRNAs.

Note that near-complete scaffolds/bins represent
scaffolds/bins representing near-complete genomes. Con-
sequently, MetaPlatanus had the largest number of top
cases for all criteria (Figure 2 and Supplementary Table
S17). In other words, it had the most sequence elements
for the least seven cases compared to the other tools.
These results suggest that the MetaPlatnaus assemblies
have not only high contiguities but also high qualities.
Note that the number of near-complete scaffolds is too
small for these datasets, and we focus on this criterion
in the next benchmark. For MetaPlatanus, the rates of
exactly duplicated CDSs were reported to be at most
2% by CD-HIT (version 4.6) (59) (Supplementary Table
S15H), and overestimations in the above results caused
by duplications were expected to be limited. As expected,
MetaPlatanus w/o closing had poorer results than the
default mode, but the densities of CDSs were the highest
in most cases (Supplementary Table S15G). The accuracy
of this assembly was expected to be high, as the mock
benchmarks. In contrast, the metaFlye raw assemblies had
remarkably lower CDS densities and more short CDSs
(Supplementary Figure S7) than the others, suggesting
the importance of polishing for this tool. As an indicator
of interspecies misjoinings, we calculated a minor 1k-mer
rate, which is the rate of the 1k-mer assigned to the minor
species within scaffolds (see Supplementary Methods for
details). If this value is high, there is a possibility of many
chimeric regions and interspecies misjoinings. Comparing
MetaPlatanus and metaFlye, which had high performances
for the Nx-length plot and long-range metrics (over-half
and near-complete scaffolds), MetaPlatanus produced
lower minor 1k-mer rates in 10 cases (Supplementary Table
S17F and G). These results indicate that MetaPlatanus
does not extend sequences at the cost of accuracy.
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Next, we focused on cases where only MetaPlatanus
could assemble long scaffolds (completeness > 90%, con-
tamination < 5%). The relations between assemblies were
determined based on top hits of alignments by Minimap2,
and we extracted two cases where the maximum length
in the other assemblies was less than half of the Meta-
Platanus scaffold length (Supplementary Table S18). One
of these scaffolds (scaffold2094 of V06-T-0501-S07) corre-
sponds to the genome of Bifidobacterium longum (Figure 3).
Here, the overall structure of the MetaPlatanus scaffold was
consistent with the complete genome of B. longum strain
51A, while the other assemblies, including MetaPlatanus
w/o correction, were fragmented with more than seven se-
quences. Notably, some edges of other sequences had high
rates of minor 1k-mers (shown as red boxes in Figure 3) and
were identified as the candidate regions consisting of misas-
semblies. In our study, metaFlye connected the sequences
of B. longum and B. breve in these regions. Moreover, this
scaffold displayed a high coverage depth compared to the
mean (Supplementary Table S18); thus, the corresponding
species was expected to be highly abundant.

Similar to the mock datasets, the real runtime of Meta-
Platanus was longer than the others (Supplementary Ta-
ble S19). However, the maximum real time was 13 h (24
threads), and it took <10 h for all but one case, suggesting
its practicality.

We tested various binning methods as modules in the
MetaPlatanus workflow (Supplementary Table S20). Using
single-sample coverage depth, MetaBAT2 had the largest
number of over-half bins. The combiners, DAS Tool (ver-
sion 1.1.1) (47) and MetaWRAP (version 1.3.2) (46), per-
formed well but did not exceed MetaBAT2 for all metrics.
In the benchmark using multi-sample coverage depths (18
samples), over-half and near-complete bins were increased,
but the scaffolds did not. In other words, single-sample cov-
erage information is sufficient for MetaPlatanus to con-
struct long scaffolds.

In addition, we benchmarked the assemblers inputting all
samples at once, called co-assembly (Supplementary Table
S21). MetaPlatanus had the largest number of over-half and
near-complete scaffolds. However, these numbers are small
compared to single-sample assemblies (Supplementary Ta-
ble S17), which could be attributed to the increase in het-
erogeneity of genomic sequences.

Benchmarking with human saliva samples with long reads
from PromethION

Finally, we performed benchmarking using a high-
throughput ONT sequencer. The target four samples were
from human saliva (24), and Illumina paired ends (37–55
Gbp), and ONT long reads (28–75 Gbp) were downloaded
(Supplementary Table S7). In addition to large total
sizes, the ONT reads had N50 lengths ranging from 21
to 29 kbp, the largest values for metagenomic data, to
our knowledge. De novo assembly and removal of human
contaminants were performed in a manner similar to that
of the human gut. The statistics of the assemblies are shown
in Supplementary Table S22. The detected non-human
eukaryotic sequences (Supplementary Table S23) were

fewer than those in the human gut, and we do not discuss
these sequences.

In the Nx-length plots (Figure 4), MetaPlatanus had a
substantially larger area under the curves compared to the
others, including MetaPlatanus w/o correction. The trends
of CDS densities and length distributions were similar to
those in the human gut benchmark, suggesting MetaPla-
tanus w/o closing and metaFlye raw results had high and
low base-level accuracies, respectively (Supplementary Ta-
ble S22G and Supplementary Figure S8). Remarkably, in
the evaluation of detected elements (Figure 5 and Supple-
mentary Table S24), MetaPlatanus achieved the highest val-
ues for all samples and metrics, except for two cases: vi-
ral sequences of SAMD00202455 (Figure 5C) and near-
complete scaffolds of SAMD0020247 (Figure 5E). In these
results, the superiority of MetaPlatanus is more obvious
than that of the human gut benchmarks, supporting the ef-
fectiveness of its algorithm for high-throughput data. The
rates of exactly duplicated CDSs were generally greater than
those in the human gut benchmarks (Supplementary Ta-
ble S22H), but the rates were <7% for MetaPlatanus, which
were smaller than those of OPERA-MS. For minor 1k-mer
rates (Supplementary Table S24F), MetaPlatanus had the
smallest values in three out of four cases, and the rates in-
creased >1.5 times for MetaPlatanus w/o correction. These
results are consistent with the hypothesis that MetaPlatanus
enhances the contiguity and quality of assembled sequences
using error-correction functions.

Similar to the human gut benchmark, we extracted cases
in which only MetaPlatanus assembled near-complete scaf-
folds. There were 22 such cases (Supplementary Table S25).
Notably, in the majority of cases, the coverage depths of
the near-complete scaffolds were higher than the mean val-
ues. An example with the highest coverage depth (>1000 for
short and long reads) is shown in Figure 6. Here, the struc-
ture of the MetaPlatanus scaffold was consistent with the
reference genome of Streptococcus salivarius strain HSISS4,
and the assembly of MetaPlatanus w/o correction com-
prised extremely short sequences. The assemblies of the
other tools were also fragmented into short pieces, and the
edges of some sequences indicated signs of interspecies mis-
assemblies (red boxes in Figure 6).

The runtime of MetaPlatanus tended to be large. How-
ever, the differences between MetaPlatanus and OPERA-
MS were less than those of the former benchmarks, and
MetaPlatanus real times were smaller in two cases (Supple-
mentary Table S26). In addition, the peak memory usage
of MetaPlatanus was under 256GB, while OPERA-MS ex-
ceeded this amount in two cases. However, although metaS-
PAdes was faster than the other hybrid assemblers, its to-
tal assembly sizes were much smaller (Supplementary Table
S22A), and it might omit a substantial number of sequences
in its intermediate steps.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we describe the development of the hy-
brid metagenome assembler, MetaPlatanus, which itera-
tively utilizes long-range sequence links, species-specific se-
quence compositions, and coverage depth. The combina-
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Top-hit to B. longum

Top-hit it to other species

No hit or gap

B. longum strain 51A

B. longum strain 51A

B. longum strain 51A

B. longum strain 51A B. longum strain 51A

MetaPlatanus
(2 sequences)

MetaPlatanus w/o correction
(12 sequences)

metaFlye
(7 sequences)

metaSPAdes
(49 sequences)

OPERA-MS
(21 sequences)

1k-mer database search result

Figure 3. MetaPlatanus-specific long scaffold in the human gut assemblies. This corresponds to scaffold2094 of the sample V06-T-0501-S07 (Supplemen-
tary Table S18). The blue, red, and gray boxes indicate the assignments of 1k-mers in assemblies (see Supplementary Methods). The gray shadows are
alignments between the reference genome and assemblies (tool, BLASTN; identity ≥ 80%, alignment length ≥ 500 bp, sequence length ≥ 1 kbp).

tion of assembly and binning information is used to improve
the result of each genome and yield long scaffolds without
increasing misassemblies and interspecies misjoins.

In the first mock benchmark, the basic ability of these
tools for sequence contiguity and accuracy was confirmed.
It was also shown that MetaPlatanus could handle various
types of long-range links, such as ONT, PacBio and mate-
pairs. Although the metaFlye assembly exhibited high per-
formance with large-scale accuracy and contiguity, short
read-based assemblies had high fine-scale accuracy. Meta-
Platanus w/o closing had the highest accuracy for all met-
rics, suggesting that the pre-closing results (preClose.fa)
could be used to identify accurate sequences.

In the second human gut benchmark, we demonstrated
that MetaPlatanus could be applied to datasets of small
ONT sequencers and Illumina paired-ends. The number of
samples was relatively high (18), and the N50 lengths ranged
widely from 668 to 6360 bp. Thus, the robustness of the
performance of MetaPlatanus was confirmed in these tests.
Given the cost-effectiveness of the portable nanopore se-
quencer and Illumina paired-ends for pilot or small projects,
MetaPlatanus could serve as a powerful tool.

Although hybrid assemblers are often reported to be
advantageous for low-coverage data (33,60), in the last
benchmark using high-throughput long and short reads, we

demonstrated a higher efficacy of MetaPlatanus for error-
correction functions than that of the other benchmarks.
Here, heterogeneity in the microbiome may interfere with
existing assemblers, including long read-based metaFlye.
Fortunately, MetaPlatanus was found to have the potential
to solve some cases by correctly removing false links. It is
also remarkable that MetaPlatanus-specific near-complete
scaffolds corresponded to many high-abundance bacteria.
This circumstance can also be caused by heterogeneity, and
these bacteria may contribute to the microbiome with im-
portant functions.

As a feature of the algorithm, OPERA-MS consists of
a binning-like clustering step utilizing contig connections,
coverage depths, and optionally reference genomes in the
database (22). MetaPlatanus additionally uses 4-mers and
binning information, and the effect of the differences was
confirmed in the benchmarks above. Note that this study
focuses on de novo methods, and reference information has
not been well examined. Furthermore, all methods except
for some tested binning tools (MaxBin2, DAS Tool and
MetaWRAP) do not utilize such information, including
single-copy genes.

The drawback of a scaffolding strategy is that it in-
troduces gaps in the resulting sequences. In contrast, the
long read-based assembler, metaFlye, is equipped with al-
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gorithms that assume various structures such as super-
bubbles and roundabout (44) in the graph to extend con-
tigs. However, there is no comprehensive list of the types
of local structures in assembly graphs, and the graph for
metagenomic assembly may have other complex structures
not assumed by long read-based tools. For example, a

superbubble-like structure lacks some edges due to low cov-
erage depth and a combination of inversion and large indels.
The scaffolding strategy can skip the complex structures
stemming from heterogeneity or repeats in metagenomes as
gaps; therefore, a contig assembly strategy based on long
reads is not ideal for obtaining long sequences in some cases.
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Figure 6. MetaPlatanus-specific long scaffold in the human saliva assemblies. This corresponds to scaffold1433 of the sample SAMD00202457 (Supple-
mentary Table S25). The blue, red, and gray boxes indicate the assignments of 1k-mers in assemblies (see Supplementary Methods). The gray shadows are
alignments between the reference genome and assemblies (tool, BLASTN; identity ≥ 80%, alignment length ≥ 500 bp, sequence length ≥ 1 kbp).

The cases in which MetaPlatanus succeeded in assembly but
metaFlye failed despite high long-read coverage (Figure 6
and Supplementary Table S25) may reflect the advantage of
the scaffolding strategy.

Although metaFlye recorded high contiguity in many
cases, the fine-scale accuracies of its raw results were sug-
gested to be low from the mock tests (Table 1) and qual-
ity assessments for actual data (Supplementary Table S17
and S24). Here, the polishing module in metaFlye was ex-
ecuted as the default action. In other words, metaFlye also
requires additional short-read sequencing and polishing for
rigorous downstream analysis. The sequencing cost per base
of short-read sequencers is generally lower than that of the
long-read sequencers (27,61). Considering the above, a hy-
brid strategy with short- and long-read sequencers is not
much more costly compared to a long-read-only study de-
sign.

In conclusion, MetaPlatanus, which employs the accu-
racy of short reads, long-range links, species-specific fea-
tures, and binning, is useful for the acquisition of metage-
nomic information as chromosome-scale scaffolds. We be-
lieve that the metagenome assembler developed here could

help examine the contexts of sequence elements spreading
over the genome.

DATA AVAILABILITY

MetaPlatanus is freely available at GitHub (https://github.
com/rkajitani/MetaPlatanus) or http://platanus.bio.titech.
ac.jp/metaplatanus/ under the GPLv3 license. It is also used
via Bioconda (62).

Raw reads of the MP mock samples were deposited in the
DDBJ Sequence Read Archive under BioProject ID PR-
JDB4377. Assemblies generate in this study are available
at FigShare (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.15090603.
v1).
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